1ST Station
The First Station is a 4-position fan. During competitive events, while the range is declared cold, each
archer will hang a paper target (face) on one of the respective butts (Morrel target) for each archer.
The target (face) will be 50-cm for each archer. This station is designed for a maximum of 2 archers at
a time. The objective of this station is for each archer to shoot only four arrows. One arrow will be
shot at a single target (face) at each position.
For example, one archer will begin at the “A” position, while the second archer begins on position “C”.
After each archer has shot one arrow from their first position the archers will advance to the right for
their second and consecutive shots. In this example, the archer beginning at Position “A” moves to
Position “B” while the archer at Position “C” advances to Position “D”. Archers that finish their shot at
Position “D” advance to Position “A”. After each archer has shot an arrow from all 4 positions, the
range is declared cold while the archers retrieve their respective paper targets.
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2nd Station
The Second Station has 4 Butts/Faces (Morrel Target). During competitive events, a paper target (face)
will be placed on each of the respective butts for each archer. The target (face) will be 50-cm for each
archer. This station is designed for a maximum of 3 archers at a time. The objective of this station is
for each archer to shoot four arrows at each target from each position. The range will be declared hot
before any archer releases an arrow.
For example, an archer beginning at the 40-yard position will shoot all 4 arrows at the respective
target. The second archer begins on the 60-yard position and a third archer begins at the 50-yard
position. During competitive events, while the range is declared cold, each archer will hang their
respective 50-cm target on their respective face (Morrel Target). After each archer has shot all four
arrows, the range is declared cold while each archer retrieves their respective target and sets up on
the next position. Each archer advances to the right thus the first archer moves to the 60-yard
position, second to the 50-yard and the third to the 40-yard position.
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3rd Station
The Third Station has 4 Butts/Faces (Morrel Target). During competitive events, a paper target (face)
will be placed on each of the respective butts for each archer. The paper target (face) will be 35-cm
for each archer. This station is designed for a maximum of 4 archers at a time. The objective of this
station is for each archer to shoot four arrows at each target from each position. The range will be
declared hot before any archer releases an arrow.
For example, an archer beginning at the 30-yard position will shoot all 4 arrows at the respective
target. The second archer begins on the 25-yard position; third begins at the 20-yard position and the
fourth begins on the 15-yard position. After each archer has shot all four arrows at their respective
target, the range is declared cold while each archer retrieves their respective paper target and sets up
on the next position. Each archer advances to the right thus the first archer moves to the 25-yard
position, second to the 20-yard, third to the 15-yard while the fourth archer advances to the 30-yard
position.
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4th Station
The Fourth Station has 3 Butts/Faces (Morrel Target). During competitive events, a paper target (face)
will be placed on each of the respective butts for each archer. The paper target (face) will be 65-cm
for each archer. This station is designed for a maximum of 3 archers at a time. The objective of this
station is for each archer to shoot four arrows at each target from each position. The range will be
declared hot before any archer releases an arrow.
For example, an archer beginning at the 55-yard position will shoot all 4 arrows at the respective
target. The second archer begins on the 60-yard position; third begins at the 20-yard position and the
fourth begins on the 65-yard position. After each archer has shot all four arrows at their respective
target, the range is declared cold while each archer retrieves their respective paper target and sets up
on the next position. Each archer advances to the right thus the first archer moves to the 60-yard
position, second to the 65-yard and the third to the 55-yard position.
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5th Station
The Fifth Station is a 4-position walk-up. With respect to 20 cm faces, they shall be shot in sequence: Top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right. For both 50-cm & 65cm faces each archer will shoot all
four arrows at a single face. This station has 3 Butts/Faces (Morrel Target). During competitive events,
a paper target (face) will be placed on each of the respective butts for each archer. The paper target
(face) will be 65-cm for first position on the far left (50, 60, 70 and 890-yards); 50-cm for the middle
position while 20-cm will be used on the right third position farthest to the right. This station is
designed for a maximum of 3 archers at a time. The objective of this station is for each archer to shoot
1 arrow from each yard marker at each position, thus four arrows total will be shot at position. The
range will be declared hot before any archer releases an arrow.
For example, an archer beginning at the first position to the far left will shoot 1 arrow at 80-yards, the
next at 70-yards, then 60-yards finishing by shooting the 4th arrow at 50-yards. The second archer
begins at the middle position and shoots 1 arrow at the 45-yard position; followed by 1 arrow at 40yards, 35-yards shooting the 4th arrow at 30-yards. After each archer has shot all four arrows at their
respective target, the range is declared cold while each archer retrieves their respective paper target
and sets up on the next position. Each archer advances to the right thus the first archer moves to the
middle position, second to the far right and the third to the far-left position.
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